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Letter from the Editor
I am honored to present the 17th edition of The Laureate, which
serves as a stunning representation of the diverse student psyche
that characterizes Western Michigan University. Kalamazoo, as a
small midwestern town, sometimes feels removed from the chaotic
global happenings that dominate our news feeds; and yet, this
collection calls upon themes that feel familiar. This past year has
been defined by monumental social and political movements—
movements made possible by the extraordinary passion of young
people. Through rallying cries of #MeToo and #BlackLivesMatter,
through petitions against gun violence and global warming, and
through women’s marches and science marches, the national
discourse is one of fierce activism. It is an honor to present to you
a cohesive body of work that demonstrates the creative power our
local community exhibits.
With immense gratitude, I celebrate the diverse range of human
experiences represented in this collection. The included stories,
poems, essays, and visual art call attention to highly individualized
perspectives that demand to be seen and heard. We all have stories
to tell, and it’s my hope that The Laureate exists as a mouthpiece
for our united voices. Within these pages, you will find a collective
narrative of our place and time—a narrative that simultaneously
calls upon memory and looks to the future. As artists, we are called
to create so that we might better understand our world, and we
share our work so that others might also understand. I invite us all
to learn from one another’s stories, and to commemorate all the
wonderful, chaotic, and sometimes tragic ways we are human.

In the spirit of praising humanity, I would like to thank several
superb individuals who have made this all possible. Allsion
Korteway—a Communications major, a powerful leader, and
outstanding organizer—and Mary Maroste—a exceptional poet
and literary soul—were exactly the people I needed to carry me
through this massive project. Thank you, dear friends, for being
my assistant editors. To the design center, I applaud your collective
creative genius, and I am in awe of the work you create. Thank
you for bringing this publication to life. To Jennifer Townsend,
you are the coolest, and I’m so glad you agreed to be my faculty
advisor. Finally, to Becky Cooper—Becky, I feel like I should write
a poem to celebrate you. You have been a pillar in my creative and
academic life, and I owe this all to you. I’m doing a happy dance
and cartwheels over here!
Cheers to you, dear readers.
Jessie Fales
Editor in Chief

The 17th Edition of The Laureate is dedicated to Jane Baas,
Associate Dean of the Lee Honors College.
Thank you, Jane, for years of service to our community.
You’re everything.
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Girl with Hoop Earring
Marissa Chupp
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Mother Said You Would Be This Way
Bree Parsons
Day 1:
is soft hyme
low tide
open skyline
pebble glances at tip of wave
watch as it reaches for the surface if only for a glimpse of its reflection.
there is serenity here
quiver is underbelly of sea,
quake between the cracks of salt and sandstorm
awashed in clenched fist moonlight
There is enough room for you tongue tied shadow
so dance in the current
find melody in the way rain blends with body
You are retelling history of how we were once molded in dry land
There is so much moon to see here
You
Poseidon’s reckless daughter
how your lined palms mimic the sea
veins stretched into cave
all curve of earth and moon
You are tsunami washed temple in wave of blue
all chaos and cosmos
You are torrential rain
lightning echoes across earthquake jaw unhinged
how you will make the sky lock
And Seakeeper
Don’t they know you would rather sleep with the fishes then float with the sun?
At least then this hide and seek waterfall would have an edge in which to jump from
At least jumping would be the last disappearing act of an evaporating sea
and this is not to mean the end of Pangea.
When we are all eye of hurricane
This is head screaming in 10 separate octaves
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Is jumping out of the boat before it even exits the dock
Is knowing the difference between ablaze and drowning and wondering how they
always come in the same wave
When they will call you synonyms you do not recognize
Find storm in eyes held too tightly to an ocean they can not see
Will tell you to come to the surface only to watch you drown in shades of blue
they will never reel
They will call you fire and flame replace your middle name with crimson
call you
setting sun
name your shadows after burnt wilderness,
When they call me hollowed home, can not save every question
mark that lays in this rumble
this is how I imitate the sun
these shadows
those caves
the slope of reeling
the way the ocean
is my reckless best friend
That evaporation is no longer the song of the free.
Who said this whirlpool wasn’t the only way these lungs know how to breathe?
Don’t you know I’m too alive to swim?
Don’t you remember that I was created in water
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She Answered Yes
Shealyn Lach
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Pilgrimage for the Matriarch
Ali Orlandi
I was never your mother
feet clawing out my mouth
I am probably infertile
I will never find out
You keep rummaging through my dreams
where pins fall out my mouth
where I was never a mother
who made eggs for breakfast
and discussed your cousins, sisters, and brothers—
Birthright to Israel
“You are my face”
to stand here ironing
to stand in another cold shower
where my toes feel fine
“I feel deeply and this hurts”
I repeat (x2)
(x3)
(x4)
But will not speak for it
because we feel better that way
and do things
that feel better that way
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Untitled
Molly Sell
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Breakfast
Jeddie Sophronius
I wake up to the sound of tea brewing,
& a mother yelling she’s leaving.
I don’t want to ever get up.
I’m afraid of the empty chairs
that greet me at the dining table,
the timer on the rice cooker
& the thin-sliced chicken that comes with it.
This morning, it’s my turn to lock the door.
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The Coffee Construct
Aspen Jaxon
Cof·fee /'kôfē,'käfē- noun/ My Monday morning mantra/10 cups
deep into my college classes/the taste of your lips after you come
home from work/Tranquility/Angsty Pop-punk music on an Art
student’s iPod classic/A Venti cup of self-care/The smell of distress/
The smell of my middle school English teacher/the perfume of a
struggling poet/My will to live/Culprit of the mysterious rings on
my bedside table/Dark stains on my favorite cardigan/What I write
all my songs on ukulele about/Escape/College student’s Serenity
Prayer/The beverage for aphrodisi-addicts
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Flesh Cultivation
Brianna Brown
My mom tells me she doesn’t want to hear it,
I’m only spreading the truth but it’s not hers.
Our space in the world is separated,
one shade crimson, one shade blissful blue.
Because that sky will always be that sky,
stuck, like clockwork, always ticking back to the top.
And these people will always be these people,
have always been these people.
Saved.
Separate.
Special.
A species above the rest,
held up by a delusion that’s been alive
					 no longer than we have been dead.
Living out our lives lost, apart from each other
apart from the Mother that matters,
but not the Father that shatters when His truth is questioned.
Mom says things will always be as they are,
but Darwin whispers: change is inevitable.
Things have never stayed as they were,
a sticky coma brought on by greed cannot change that.
By laws of physics and time I cannot stay in this moment,
and mother, neither can you.
You don’t care to hear me.
You don’t care to care.
If I had the option to join you back on that side;
where the cats and dogs sit pretty in our homes
					 watching us eat those we deem appropriate,
where we hold close our phones, afraid that if we let go
					 we will be lost to the abyss that is our loneliness.
Where basking in that perpetual blue is no longer
					haunted by squealing crimson.
I can’t say if I would but I understand why you want to.
The veil covered by pretty farm animals is gone for me,
flesh cultivation is the devastation I see.
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Sigh
Sophie Lane Dennis
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Blue Cactus (Home)
Jordan Randall
Is that a Blue Cactus?
There,
on your arm?
No this is not a Blue Cactus.
Here,
on my arm.
It is a physical place.
That,
keeps me grounded.
This is my home.
Mitten,
is its shape.
I find I take it with me.
Manifesting,
in strange pride.
So that is your home?
There,
on your arm?
Yes, this is my home.
Here,
forever on my arm.
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Northern Michigan as Still Life
Mary Maroste
It was almost spring
[the trees were still dead & tired]
when ivy climbed to my bedroom window
& stole an earring with a small amethyst –
grandmother left in the middle of my confirmation
& whittled small dolls out of dried corn in the church bathroom –
this wasn’t something I was ready to stop twisting through my fingers.
**
I broke a small glass bottle against my driveway,
feared I wouldn’t change,
feared my grandfather’s heart would kill me –
I can’t protect myself –
a bat curled against my dead windshield.
**
The sun was out for the first time since my dog threw up blood,
we skipped rocks over Lake Superior, my lip split open –
call it something; resurrection,
black fly,
7 small ducks.
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Untitled
Tanner Bosma
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this is who i am
Pavitra Attanayake
one day
all these desires my voice shan’t fathom
will leave this godless ground
and fly into the gaping spaces between my bloody ribs
searing their way past who I should want to be
i fall in love with troublemakers hiding hearts of gold
eyes the color of old pennies left on grimy back alleyways
manic grins drenched in lipstick made of crushed vanadinite
and paint-water minds gleaming faded colors under dancing strobe lights
who carry around the moissanite shards of my vagrant mind
cruel princess
you are the dream i cannot bring myself to let go
i remember the first time
the trembling of these thoughts burned within my paper veins
caressed me as i snuck into a prison world of righteous wrongs
more frightening than the sharp edges of heartbreak’s ruthless beauty
as a figment of your arms lingered
holding me
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Life In Drowning
Bree Parsons
Belongs to ocean, tide, edge we are all living on, how we begin and end in the same
current.
How currently we wish we didn’t.
How the sky is an unknown majesty and to be dry is to be dead so we get soaked in
sunlight, afraid of how many shades of blue it takes to bend the tide, to avoid hook and
sinker, the baggage that comes with it.
Reminds us of home, of crowded waterways, smell of thrill and fight. How we are the
torrential rain, never noticing what hangs on the tree line, how it drowned in our kingdom.
We fish of blue have dwelled in waves of conquest, colonies of coral.
Kings,
Ready to reap the turning wheels of tides born into parentheses.
Don’t you know the difference between bubble and break?
That this body of salt and reef is red in motion.
We are circle on Poseidon’s palm.
So in love with the water that we are willing to drown in the breaks,
So in blue, that we forgot
Waves were never meant to last till moonlight.
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Broken
Marissa Chupp
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Toy Soldiers Don’t Bleed
Steven Graves
“BOOM boom BOom!” my squad was hit by a sweeping hand missile.
“Return fire! I barked and my men unleashed a volley of flicking fingers.
“Pow! Gakakakakakaka!” Two little green bodies whizzed by my best
friend’s ear. He retorted with a fist bomb, shaking the linoleum battlefield
upon which we fought. I watched my men rigidly tremble then fall. He was
a cunning opponent.
“Hey! No fair! No fist bombs!” I had to call him out on his
war crimes.
“You can’t complain cuz you’re all dead!” he exclaimed triumphantly.
We both laughed, picked up our guys and began standing them up for
another round.
“Guys?” my brother said softly. He lay on my bed behind us, studying
our strategies no doubt.
“Yeah?” I asked.
“Didja see the news today?”
“Nah.”
“Oh, me neither.” There was a long silence.
“Do you think we’ll get some letters today?”
“I don’t know, man.”
“Oh, okay,” he said. The sound of clicking fingernails nervously scraping
against one another echoed in our room.
“Mom come out of her room yet?”
“Nope.” There was another long silence, but in the distance we could
hear a soft sniffling.
“Ready to get whooped again?” my friend challenged me.
“Hell yeah!” I replied. I couldn’t let him keep beating me.
“Oh you think so? Cuz my sniper just took you out!” he said, flicking
one of my men away. I picked him up.
“Ah shit…you…you urk got me.”
“Aw just die already!”
“I’m b-bleeding bad...but I think I can make it.”
“No,” my friend said matter-of-factly, “toy soldiers don’t bleed.”
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Childhood
Jeddie Sophronius
Any of the streetlights on roads I’ve walked alone
& gates of the schools to which I was dragged
could easily be in my dream.
It’s like I never age.
I see a boy screaming
in the small department store.
His mother has no money to buy
an action figure for his birthday.
He threatens to run away,
but he never enters the waters
when he’s at the beach. He finds himself
walking along the same roads every night.
The same old lady jogging in the pink jumpsuit.
The same pine cones clogging the water fountain.
The same bus drivers chatting over iced coffee.
Different countries have different street names,
White Wood, Seventh Ave,
to him they’re all the same.
Childhood is unkind to the lost. I see a father
waiting outside the airport arrival gates, his waves passed by me.
He embraces a little boy all bundled up in boots & sweaters.
In a different childhood, the boy could be me.
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Heritage
Diana Campbell
Echoing…
Calling…
Singing…
Wordlessly flutters the magpie,
alone.
They tell me that
in solitude
he is sorrow,
but to dispense with the spell,
I need only
to wave.
I lift my hand, the child within
eager to embrace
the tales of old
but
other tales
come
crashing
down
and I leave the lone magpie
alone.
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Kalamazoo/Jakarta
Jeddie Sophronius
Sometimes I am more a ghost
than a son:
I creep through the stone hallways
& sneak underneath the bedroom door,
just to watch my parents sleeping.
When a bomb explodes in their city
or a stranger starts shooting in mine,
my parents jump from their bed
& the pastor comforts
my mother’s cheeks with his own.
Across the oceans,
I hear my name,
The father is saying,
God is with him,
he is already dead.
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Feeling Small
Shealyn Lach
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When My Name Was Cristal
Cristal Cardoso Sao Mateus
There is something liberating about
those dark cold nights when
I’m the last person on campus —
the winter wind sticks to my skin like thick perfume,
each door of each building gets successively locked.
Nowhere to hide.
I walk by every bright blue light from the emergency phones,
my native language burning in the back of my throat
(like a secret that only belongs to me).
Can they know?
How it feels when I hear myself
speaking and
something snaps inside of me?
Surprise! I am halfway
across the world
alone
and speaking,
yelling
at every bright blue light
on this empty campus.
On those cold nights,
when I can see my breath
and the only sound is from my boots
crushing rock salt,
I think of simpler times:
napping on the granite floors,
my summer white dress stained with tomatoes,
the dizzying smell of cilantro
and salt and seaweed.
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Simpler times when
my name still sounded like it should —
like an uninterested wave conquering a patch of sand.
Now as I hug the winter winds,
I fear that my anonymity
across this empty campus
might swallow me whole,
and I will never be Cristal again.
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Forgiveness and Betrayal
Janet Cabell
I remember the time I stopped talking to my best friend Kevin for
four months. I don’t remember exactly what he said to Brandon.
But I do remember that he streamed their entire conversation
for anyone to hear except me. I don’t remember what they rated
me on a scale of ten. I remember staying up all night crying and
feeling like none of my friends loved me. I don’t remember what
Olivia said to make me feel better. I remember the letter-length
messages Kevin would send me, trying to put all the blame on
me. I don’t remember why Kevin was even talking to Brandon
in the first place. I remember why I forgave him. I needed a place
to stay when I was visiting Chicago. I don’t remember why I
trusted Kevin to begin with. I remember when I could tell Kevin
anything. I don’t remember his side of the story. I remember all
my friends siding with Kevin. I don’t remember how I forgave
him. I remember feeling betrayed still.
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No Church on Sundays
Jessie Fales
When people drive past the hospice center on Sundays, they never
slow down.
Which always reminds me of that poorly dressed woman
who bragged about working at a hospice center while eating a
jelly-filled-doughnut.
Which reminds me of that dying man at the Grand Canyon who
sat there downing gin
as if it were liquid courage.
Which reminds me of that old woman in the bikini at the beach,
who was either trying
too hard or not at all.
Which reminds me of the way dancing looks
when you can’t hear sound.
Which reminds me of that college drop out
who bragged about helping the deaf when she joined that sorority.
Which reminds me of too much makeup, short skirts, and duck
faces.
Which reminds me of young women who turn too old too fast.
Which reminds me of that World War II veteran
who guided his wife in a wheel chair so she could get her blood
work.
Which reminds me of the teenaged girl in Vans
who let her son play with her iPhone in the waiting room.
Which reminds me that there is nothing to love about a phone.
Which reminds me of the time I saw a stranger in a long and
empty hallway
when we both looked down at texts from our moms in order to
avoid saying hello.
Which reminds me of the trophy wives
who jogged while their toddlers ate McDonalds in overpriced
strollers.
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Which reminds me that whoever invented the Segway was trying
too hard.
Which reminds me of those teenagers
who were on a romantic first date at Taco Bell.
Which reminds me of that lady in the polar bear sweater who ate
ice cream alone.
Which reminds me that people choose to climb Mount Everest.
Which reminds me of how quiet it must be in outer space.
Which reminds me how lonely the universe is, especially because
when people drive past the hospice center on Sundays, they never
slow down.
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Chanhassen, Minnesota: Population 1
Brian Macon
Make sure you don’t talk about police brutality and racial
profiling because remember it doesn’t exist because Obama
was elected twice. Be sure when they talk about sports even if
you don’t know about basketball use the name LeBron James
always LeBron James. When you ride in cars with them and that
Kendrick Lamar song says the N-word, don’t give them dirty
looks because some of their parents’ best friends are black. When
you go to parties with them and they say a racist joke don’t give
them dirty looks just laugh harder than you have ever laughed.
When you meet her dad five minutes away from Paisley Park
and he says, I usually don’t like blacks but you’re alright just say
thanks. When you go to that Super Target, the one across from
Chipotle and the Taco Bell that the lady always stares at you, if
you see other blacks at Target make sure you say what are they
doing here first that’s a sure way to fit in.
If you’re going to wear fashionable clothes around them
make sure they come from Urban Outfitter’s, I know the name
says urban but it’s really code for suburban. If they ask if you
are mixed just say yes it will legitimize you in their eyes. When
you go to the bars in Chanhassen, don’t get too drunk because
remember nobody likes the big black drunk guy. When you
talk about North Minneapolis make sure you say things like
the ghetto or the hood because that’s what they do. If you have
visitors make sure you take down your Malcolm X posters
because nobody has time for black liberation in Chanhassen.
If you’re going to buy pot make sure you don’t get it from
Somalians because they hate them more than anybody else in the
state. Of all things remember not to be black in Minnesota and
you’ll fit in just fine.
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Stereotype
Charles Poole III
I walk through the streets with my head held high.
I walk through the streets being cautious of where I am.
I walk through the streets being mindful of what I am wearing.
I am told I am the whitest black person they know.
I am told I am black.
I am told I should grow an afro.
I don’t let others tell me what to do.
People love to judge a book by its cover.
Appearance is everything because impressions
are made within the first 15-20 seconds of meeting a person.
I am not the whitest black person, but I am just me.
I am not black. I am African-American.
I like short hair not long hair.
Why do we have to judge people?
Why do we have to make assumptions of people?
Why do we need to be afraid of what we don’t understand?
Why am I constantly being told how to live my life?
Why do I get looks when I exceed in whatever I do?
Why do we do what we do?
Our first instinct is to judge someone.
We follow what we know.
Fear is based from a lack of understanding.
Only I know what is truly best for me
People are not used to an African American working hard.
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As humans we tend to follow the norm—it is easier.
Girls want to be a size zero.
Girls need designer clothing.
Girls want to be a cheerleader.
Society is running off stereotyping.
Society is running off fear.
Society is running off money.
Why stereotype when we can just be unique—
Assuming makes an ass of you and me?
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Empathy and Sympathy
David Borzkowski
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Pain in Perspective
Emily Spaine
Pissing in a hot shower
Red clouds at my toes
And I remember how it ached
To be cast as the star
Of your slapstick gluttonous act.
Not one creative thought
In your sterile mushy brain,
Yet I was the clown.
A shadow puppet makes your jaw slack
And a low-cut dress quivers
Your pasty tense thigh.
Clap for the entertainment,
Spit wet crumbs out of your gaping bear trap
When a woman walks by.
Denying autonomy
Over your jerking and leering.
Smile for mom’s thousandth picture,
Her sweet bouncing predator.
And remember that the subject of this lesson
Is keeping warm
With body fluids and affirmations
From a self-sustaining head,
Wishing you a stroke
Of genius that ends
With retraction and an asexual rebirth.
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Reflection
David Borzkowski
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Anxiety
Sarah Sussman
Squeezed, as if between two hard stones—
Pressed ever tighter, restricted in movement
and tight, tight, tight.
Air—I try to breathe, but air—
Constricted. Tight. A frantic staccato
bursts from my chest,
my ears ringing with invisible, shrill notes—
Danger.
All seems normal without, yet the danger remains.
Wrong. Wrong, wrong, wrong.
The world—danger.
The world is wrong, off.
I am off.
Tight. faint. heavy.
Beat-beat. Beat-beat. BEAT-BEAT-BEAT.
Air.
The world is normal, and I am off.
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A Body of Poems
Sarah Emma Rose Stiennon
Appendix
I wish for a moment
that I had even half the glory
of your daily grind.
You will never know the apprehension the fear
the disappointment
of being cast aside for a minor mistake
While you are given the tasks of a lifetime
I am condemned to sit unnoticed
low and enflamed
with the burn of injustice.
You sit in the center of it all a queen on a vascular throne,
and I lie here in your dungeon
never to taste the honor of duty.
Mouth
They say the brain is the quickest organ,
that it thinks and works
at double time.
But I’ve come to find,
that I often open,
before the brain has time to act.
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Heart
I spend every moment with the weight
of the world resting on my every beat
I do not have a chance at freedom.
My veins are chains
my rhythm a prison
if I am broken in two, it is still my duty to go on.
I am impressive and large and heavy and huge,
you mistake my power for hubris.
So, go on moaning like a bone-saw
I do not have the time to commiserate.
I must beat and beat and beat.
Breasts
Here I sit,
doing my best to be perky
Although,
I am pretty sure,
one is bigger than the other.
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Crea Taylor
Daughter of the Ground
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Empty
Noa Dehan
A rickety door
hanging
on a broken hinge.
Shattered chain drawn
across a sinking facade.
Through the roof’s gaping cavity,
not a ray of light shines.
Rot hides
on the underside of fallen shingles.
I duck under
the splintered frame.
Spiders dangle
from frostbitten webs. Peels
of rosy paint line the floor.
Road maps to the rat holes
punched in walls.
The inside is not prettier than the facade.
I remember a time that façade
was yellow and straight.
A Dalmatian puppy burrowed
beneath a white picket fence.
Sun infiltrated the house
through the crystalline portal.
And gay whispers of wind chimes
swung from greased chains.
Outside smelled earthy
because mother composted orange peels.
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I helped mother gather those peels.
We’d sit shoulder to shoulder,
shelling the rinds with sticky thumbs.
She’d make me dandelion chains
to wear like crowns.
In my bedroom I’d hide in my hangings;
pretend to be a princess wrapped
in royal chiffon.
The abandoned rooms
are overcrowded.
Stuffed with adolescent memories
of another time.
This house was full
of noise and of light.
Peels of floor tarnish, flake
like dead skin. My ageless soul
seems a facade beneath the roof
of my youth. Those days have past.
A pale copy of a time
that will never come back.
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In the Root Cellar
Ali Orlandi
You cannot see your cold unborn self
with eyes rolled far back into the head
or the wives of a poltergeist miming figures in waiting
standing in the pantry amongst onions and bread
taking up
9/10ths of the small infant space between us
but you can hear the neighbor’s TV and fear of my own mouth
moving across years
orchestrated as a lifelong concept of forgiveness
spun into contempt for self
you held the unrealized in two blue palms
aching an illusion in the way I would love
where spoonfuls were never missing
and missing was never wanting
and wanting would bring you home
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Self-Portrait on a September Midnight
Pavitra Attanayake

there is a shape-shifting wyvern
breathing out plumes of dirty laughing smoke
entangled in a bloody embrace of brotherly hatred
with a golden-striped Tiger
whose pelt is painted with the dawn sky and a dying sun
in a skeleton field shrouded
with the choking dust of an uncertain beginning
and the cloying mist of a murkier end
This wyvern, my wyvern, is cruel
she paints herself into the sleeping shadow of Tiger
whispering sweet promises and smiling
with all her teeth

today, everything was normal.
I woke up bleary-eyed with a head full of knots that bit my raking fingers
from five hours of faking sleep and two more of reading under the darkness of a sleeping house
left my sweatpants in a forgotten closet corner and painted expression on my eyes in pale gold
made it through the day without my vagrant mind
wandering into the abyss I’ve never found the bottom of, even after all these aching years
but somedays,
		
			
somedays
									

Somedays.

the wyvern likes to play
toying with its prey like an old man’s game of chess
the road to home swerves like the robin who hit my window and dropped like a porcelain angel
winter days, when silent ice lies in wait like a starved midnight python
and I fly out the house with both shoes untied
laces contorting in winter’s morning wind
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dancing with Death in a soaring waltz, dressed in a blue metal gown
with long sleeves to cover the faded silver stripes I drew on my arms once upon a time
that have the phantom power to hurt others much more than they ever hurt me
Tiger snarls in warning
singing pain like the voice of a cracked violin
a musician doesn’t care enough to mend
I see it: Shoes. Laces. Accelerator.
entangling in an angry lover’s embrace on stoic roads that never learned forgiveness
I tie my right shoe, just my right shoe
because Death is handsome in his mysterious ways,
and I am a summer romance destined to end
but a shattered glass mosaic around that old oak tree is a bit painful, don’t you think?
and Somedays
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these days,

I’m quite afraid of pain.

Quietly, by the Water
Dakota Kipper
There’s a bed by Lake Michigan where the imprints
of bodies, imprisoned by youth, remain untouchable:
bound to eternity like the casts of Pompeii,
like the smoke in the air, like running naked
against the waves to douse a burning in their lungs.
There’s a copy of Frost’s “Fire and Ice” tucked,
stereotypically, between the sheets or hidden
in the broken shadow of a faulty motel lamp.
Someone forgot to read it. Someone on the beach
is shivering and watching the water swallow the moon.
He has sand beneath his fingernails
and a hand on his leg that’s starting
to earn his trust, starting to make appearances
in the ash and papyrus kept secret in his pillowcase.
There’s a layer of dust preaching on the doorstep
of a darkened room, pretending to ignore drawn curtains,
deadbolt locks, the sound of the wind screaming
over the restless shoreline, There’s nothing here anymore.
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Clara Peeters
Motherflood
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I Can’t Thunder
Bree Parsons
Waterfalls do not seep golden hues like the midnight sky
Do not find glory in the fall
Craters breaking ground as spines split on masquerade
Spills over dark wired cave
This is creation
This daze makes foggy winter days weep magnolia
This is foreshadowing clouds
Open ended question marks etched in thunder
Quake through fading constellations
Tell me the lightning isn’t screaming too
That this wait list isn’t all shooting stars and crimson sky
Tell me that this is not rouge
That you cannot feel this earthly symphony relying into the universe
Tell me that there is no relapse
And did you really think to spread timbers
Quiver to the fine line
Watch as this earthquake jaw unhinges how it will make the sky lock
Would stifle this
						
Chaos and Cosmos
This is all mountain range under blooming sky
Hear the whisper of slipping walls
Hill top forests soaking echoes before we can breathe
						

Let us tiptoe on majesty

Do not let the ricochet be our last sand swept footnote
When this is skyline
						
This is skyline
							
This is skyline
				 This is the fine line between the Earth and the Atmosphere
			 and gasping isn’t going to bring me back to the ground
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And I know not everything is a fucking metaphor
But this is anxiety
This is desert sun caught tumbleweed in suffocating embrace
Sunken eyes, stirred feet, do not let this drought hold these hands
When overlapping fingers are rigged edge
This is defense mechanism
Mother nature is defense mechanism
Is veins pulse snowstorm
								
Slip on shattered waterways
Frozen shadows
											
										
										
										

Waking sculptures
of humanity’s
greatest thawing
coastlines

This is barricade your town
Is streamline tear ducts
Two frozen canals
All death and beauty body in between
Is heart fluttering through barbed wire concave
Will not leave this bird caged ribboned ceiling.
Loves to make all things run red
					
							
							

Rose eyes
Sunset blush
Outstretched palms
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Stream running down this barren side

Cover every inch of this inside outside shadow storm
This is oncoming tidal wave
Is love my silence
My corral
My shovel and pail
My crimson turned water
Watch me break like the sea
This is me hurricane girl don’t ask to come just do
Crash through your levied town
Drown all the trees
Circled lifelines dripping me
And when the sky asks why these waves stretch into your everything
		 Tell them mother nature is
Weeping through me
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There is No Name for the Bridge
Jeddie Sophronius
People just cross it like crossing a street
as if the bridge is a part of their lives.
When I look back under the bridge
of my childhood,
I remember seeing the plates my mother washed
& how they reflect the cracks of her lips.
She’s not young anymore.
I remember how my own cheeks
grew wrinkles with every landscape my father painted:
cloudless obsidian mountains, castles on hills,
& oceans.
Always oceans, between us.
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1000 Paper Cranes
Pavitra Attanayake
Do you remember the first time you made me a paper crane?
on the front step of our house, from a sheet of week-old newspaper
carrying the same smell of ancient libraries that lingered within your mind
and drifted about your room, caressing me as I snuck in for just a quick sniff
You’d look up from your desk littered with the will of the stars
and smile.
You don’t? It’s okay, I know
it’s hard, probably frightening too,
isn’t it?
More frightening than those days when I couldn’t bear to see you
lying in bed with tubes like rusted barbed wire shoved down your throat
in a prison world that can only bring you pain
But one day, we’re gonna sit together
on that dusty front step painted with
the bloody red of crushed vanadinite
and I’m going to show you
all the stories stored
within the folds of one thousand paper cranes.
Three paper cranes
one stained flaming garnet, etched with candle burns clawing up the sides
with rips torn exactly, so precisely
that wings couldn’t leave this godless ground
for the girl I was.
		 one with eyes the color of old pennies and hidden secrets left in back alleyways
		 tail a bit soggy from the tears of troublemakers with hearts of gold
		 pressed under a heavy, foreboding book of unspoken thought
for the person I am.
			 and one folded with sharp edges of ruthless beauty
the trembling of laughing violins and manic grins
			 white sheets, embroidered in gold, honey, the first drop of rain on a desert mind
for the woman I want to be.
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Two paper cranes
painted in the weeping blue of midsummer’s night sorrow and stolen goodbyes
layer upon layer, walls of dead onyx ribs suffocating, stiff
like the feel of new leather armor upon a weary youth who saw too much of the world
for the cruel princes
who carry around glistening jagged javelins
made from the colored church glass shards of my mind
and pick flowers for crying maidens with perfectly fake golden hair
from the gardens within my watching eyes
Four paper cranes
made of flimsy motel stationary, grimy from too many hands, one too many nights
with weakened heads that droop onto my shoulder in weary defeat
ancient hollowed willow trees standing against a callous winter’s storm
and tails like needles blunted
from regretful sorrow, folded without care
but with the precision of tearful anger
for friends I hung on to
too long
One paper crane
		 bathed in a sliver of snarling pewter moonlight
		 crawling into my bed uninvited and
		 drenched in smeared lipstick made
		 from the silent waterfalls of my arms
for the battle scars that refuse to leave
		 as I sit waiting, waiting ‘til
		 iron suns awaken to protect me from
		 these thoughts dancing around the sadness in my veins
Five paper cranes
			 contorted from early morning clouds drenched in fire
			 gathered from mid-July days
			 stored in boxes of desire hidden in a shallow grave
			 so fragile that I’m afraid to even
			 think too long around them
for the dreams I can’t bring myself to let go
			 like strangers I fall in love with
			 while passing by on city roads
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And nine-hundred-eighty-three paper cranes
for all the desires my voice can’t sing
dying sirens buried between rotting wood and thrashing waters
and all the sins my mind won’t let me think
lonely straw fields where lightning comes to frolic
and all the memories I have yet to make
forgotten libraries filled with books no one has ever read
But I’ll leave one paper crane
that we can make together
for the time I told you goodbye
and you didn’t answer,
I walked out remembering
a figment of your arms
holding me
as a storm wind of rustling wings
carried you away
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Pensive
Molly Sell
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Between Spaces
Dakota Kipper
Disappoint me like I’m planning to marry you. He speaks the
words he means to think, and watches as she doesn’t react,
watches as the sun aches its way through closed blinds, casting a
pale glow on her bare skin as she dresses, too quickly, in front of
the mirror. She leaves the lights off because he asked her to. She
only stayed because he asked her to, because the nightmares are
worse when he sleeps alone, because she found him crying on the
kitchen floor yesterday, and she doesn’t know how else to help.
For a moment, she sits on the edge of the bed, fingers rubbing
her temples, and he puts a hand on her shoulder. She nods, looks
uneasy, leaves wordlessly, and the door pops the air between his
knuckles. In the sunlight, his mattress reminds him of the moon.
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They’re Not Crying Wolf, an Essay
Mikhayla Dunaj
As we loaded into the maroon minivan, he didn’t try to hide
his expression. My boyfriend at the time made it clear that he
wasn’t happy I had come to support him.
“It’s your fault that we lost. I always play badly when
you come.”
I nodded, hoping his familiar rage like a white cap would
subside into an ankle high tidal wave. His anger had that pattern,
but I ignored it riding the wave every time he was upset, nearly
drowning in the impact zone.
As I peered out the window, I felt his cold fingertips lace into
mine. I was thankful I hadn’t taken too much heat—this time. I
turned to smile at him, but met a cold stare.
“I’m sorry.”
Reciting my usual half-hearted, “You’re fine, babe,” I sincerely
believed the disagreement was over—until his vengeful fist made
contact with my left shoulder. Three times.
“I’m sorry. I’m sorry. I’m so sorry.” He used a mocking
tone this time.
I began to question my conversation with his parents only
hours before when we had dropped him off. From the front seat,
his dad asked if I thought we had a good relationship, but his
mom didn’t beat around the bush—she told me I should
break up with him.
At the time, I played the noble roles of both comforter and
confidant, insisting things were fine between their son and me
while excusing his behavior. Looking back, I wish I would have
pounced on the opportunity to leave when I had the chance. That
was the night I first accepted I was in an abusive relationship.
How did you let this happen, Mikhayla? Did you do this to him?
At 14, I had ideas of what a good relationship entailed — respect
and friendship being among those. According to Merriam-
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Webster, friendship is “the kindness and help given to someone, a
state of mutual trust and support between two beings.” I sincerely
believed we had that. I thought I had chosen a man who loved
God and saw me as beautiful. But that night, I realized we didn’t:
I hadn’t. I couldn’t trust him not to hurt me, yell at me, blame me.
We played tag when it came to support, but I always seemed
to be it.
Domestic abuse, as described by the Department of Justice, is
“any pattern of physical, sexual, or emotional behavior that one
partner uses to gain advantage in a relationship.” I wasn’t aware
of this definition at the time, but it described our relationship
perfectly. My first love did not consist of hand holding at the
beach watching sunsets. My first love was “playful” punches that
were disguised as a game of Slug Bug, being called a bitch and
many other names on a “good day,” and squeezing in “romantic”
garage makeout sessions that left me feeling used—wanting to
shed my sinning skin.
This is the part of the story where I wish I could tell you that
I broke up with him. That I went home, got out of the car, and
didn’t talk to him again. What a nice ending—I wish it were
mine. When his parents dropped me off, I told him I loved him,
forced a hug, and went inside. I laid in bed waiting for a text,
praying it would read, “I shouldn’t treat you that way.” It never
came, and with barely any words, he convinced me that I didn’t
want to end the relationship.
Loneliness was my biggest fear. I decided I would rather stay in
this unhealthy relationship than be single—regardless of what he
thought I was worth. I know I am not the only one to make this
mistake.
When you hear about abusive relationships, you look for
body bruises. But without the temporary black and blue marks,
do you understand that some punches bruise beyond the skin
and into the soul? When you’re told that someone was sexually
abused, you wonder how old they were when they were raped. But
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rape isn’t the only act of sexual abuse. Have you ever considered
that kissing every day for 367 days can lead someone to fearing
intimacy? When you hear of “emotional abuse,” do you realize
that there are trigger words that trap victims in their own minds
with no intentions of setting them free?
No, I am not my own hero. I don’t look to myself for strength.
I was not raped, or beaten until I bled. Because of this, I was
afraid to speak up. I thought maybe it was a test of strength—the
building of my tolerance. But I was wrong.
It has been nearly five years since he broke up with me and
I am finally coming to terms with loving myself despite the
emotional scars he left behind. I refused to trust any man for two
years because of a boy. I still flinch whenever playful punches are
thrown—and when anyone raises their voice, I still hear my ex
telling me I’m worthless. My current boyfriend has no sure way of
telling if a kiss will trigger me into thinking I’m just an object.
No, I was not raped, or beaten black and blue, but I am still a
victim of abuse.
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Elizabeth Bennet Whispering Hush
Jessie Fales
At first, no one showed up for Alice after she was raped. Alice
hadn’t told anyone, but half expected someone to show up after
a few days. When someone did show up, it was Elizabeth Bennet
wearing jeans and a t-shirt. Elizabeth smiled warmly at Alice,
crawled into bed beside her, and pushed her hair out of her face in
a tender gesture.
“There are few people whom I really love, and still fewer of
whom I think well,” Lizzy said. “The more I see of the world, the
more am I dissatisfied with it; and every day confirms my belief
of the inconsistency of all human characters, and of the little
dependence that can be placed on the appearance of merit
or sense.”
“Right,” said Alice. She couldn’t say anything more. She
wished someone loved her. Or maybe she wished she loved
someone else. It was impossible to imagine a world in which
anyone could love another person, and trust that person to be
everything he seemed to be. The appearance of merit or sense
meant very little to Alice in that moment, but it had cost her a
great deal. Everything hurt. Every part of her body and mind
ached in some way. And there was Lizzy Bennet, stroking her
hair, and saying what Alice could not say.
“Alice,” Lizzy said, “I think there is a stubbornness about you
that never can bear to be frightened at the will of others. Your
courage always rises at every attempt to intimidate you.” She
helped Alice out of the fetal position and onto her pillows. The
movement disrupted the knot in her gut, and made Alice’s eyes
burn with tears that would not surface, because she refused to
face that side of things. Perhaps courage was that thing that rose
instead of tears, but Alice did not feel brave. She felt wounded.
Lizzy seemed to know all of this. Perhaps that is why she had
come, and no one else had. Alice moved her toes against her
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sweaty sheets, and hugged her teddy as she had her whole life. Her
teddy had been there through everything—her first Christmas,
her first lost tooth, and her first night at college. Lizzy patted the
bear and said, “You must learn some of my philosophy. Think
only of the past as its remembrance gives you pleasure.”
Alice hugged her teddy tighter. That had been a stupid thing
to say, because there were some things that no one could forget.
Lizzy should have known that. Alice didn’t know what Lizzy
wanted of her. People always wanted something from her, but as
Lizzy sat there with her arms around Alice’s shoulders, Alice felt
okay. Not good. She would never feel good again. But Alice felt
okay. She didn’t move, though. She sat there with her head buried
in Lizzy’s shoulder, hugging her childhood bear, and felt Lizzy’s
philosophy against her skin. She pushed her hands together, felt
her pulse between her thumbs, recollected the past, and felt her
memories from the inside out. Starting in the pit in her stomach,
she felt every good thing she ever saw someone do, and the
warmth pulsed through her veins. She listed them off to Lizzy.
One: the father who pushed his young daughter on the new swing
set he had built in the back yard. Two: the old woman in the polar
bear sweater who always said hello to strangers in the produce
section of the grocery store. Three: Oprah. Four: everyone who
ever adopted a puppy at the ASPCA. Five: the way a dog loved
someone. Six: The students who gave their teacher two kittens
after her cat died. Seven: the barista who gave out secret free
drinks. Eight: hugs. Nine: the farmer who rescued a baby alpaca
from a badger hole. Ten: People who weren’t rapists.
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Measuring Up
Marissa Chupp
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The Walk Home at Night
Emily Spaine
Sunglasses and Teeth Like Broken Glass sleep rigid in the corner
Fingers wrapped around empty coffee cups
Red neon reflecting off their red coats,
Electric burners cranked
Too high.
Not my problem anymore.
Trash out, recycling out, clock out.
My shadow keeps pace around me.
I am paranoid by my stretched clones,
Grouped,
An entourage to keep me on my toes.
I try to imagine the shadows,
Fanned-out, finger-length petals of a lily.
But I know they’re actually
Dust-crusted blades of a fan.
Feet patter faster behind.
Red coats enter my orbit;
One
“Where you goin?”
Two
Lingers close.
Lilies never grow in a yard
They sit next to dish soap and $8 Himalayan salt
And dream of being commented on.
They are not transplanted,
Collecting cigarette ash on the sidewalk
Around El Sol Elementary.
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I must be a fan.
The fan coughs at blue collar skin
While holding up a window
As reliable as the police.
It has to be tilted
Just so
To quiet the clanging and screeching.
“Home.”
No one hears
Because no one cares.
I hurry in the first hours of the day
Trying only to get home.
My shadows
Jeer and mock and prod,
Picking flowers while no one is looking.
Fans stay safe
Churning with no rest.
I’m inside now
And it’s too hot.
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I Cried Walking Home
David Borzkowski
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(An Ode to) Melanin
Aspen Jaxon
His skin—
Galaxies, I have yet to venture
Mystic, vast and unknown
Too complex for someone as naive as I,
I, the asteroid, floating about without purpose or focus, flawed
Coarse and Porous
Waiting to be pulled into his orbit
Enveloped by black holes
Sweeping up my existence, shaping me into shimmering stardust
His skin—
Graphite grazing the college ruled lines of my dollar store notebook
Cursive connected by the slip of my pencil
Lines of azul cradling my poetic scrawl, promising not to spill these thoughts
No matter how crushing
Pencil pressed into grainy paper, only then are masterpieces possible
Please, Press me into poetry
Press me into poetry
Press me into
His skin—
The sky after 6pm
Heavy, Hazy clouds toeing the skyline’s tightrope
The view behind my eyelids when I trust fall into dreams centered around
His skin—
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What God warned Adam and Eve about
Fuck the tree and the apple
Sin can simply be found in
His skin—
A contrast to that milky way grin
The moon is in his gaze
Gleaming for me at night, I pray
His skin—
		 Full bodied, all bite
					 No cream,
						
No sugar
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Just Coffee

Suburban Life
Steven Graves
He was conceived at 2:36 A.M. in the back of a beat
up Suburban. Two kids fooling around, playing adult in a
playground parking lot. They tried to keep knowledge of his
impending arrival quiet, but his mother’s belly was far too loud.
Five hundred dollars, two doctors’ visits, six boxes of tissues,
a tub of ice cream, a cup of water and a gulp of two pills were
supposed to be the end of him, but he came anyway. Plopped
right out in the cab of the Suburban while going 75 on eight
mile to get to the hospital. That’s where these sort of things are
supposed to happen, right? His mother picked him up off the cab
floor, they both shivered and cried. The pain and fear that had
consumed her and her lover’s eyes for the past eight months and
16 days evaporated. His mother looked at his ugly, wrinkled and
gooey face; her eyes dilated as if the entire world was dark and
this naked face was light and she smiled. They didn’t even hear
the other cars honking as they sat mystified.
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Drinking Gin on Torch Lake
Mary Maroste
Pregnancy is a wound –
		 light purple body fat with water,
glassy eyes staring through the snow.
		 My uncle, the hole in the ceiling,
fat with blank birthday cards & warm beer.
**
Give a painted turtle an orchid & watch what it becomes –
sunset, black sand, the dead coral in Australia.
Along the river salamanders shed their tails & became men,
		 my brother, the needle point of a prayer.
**
The constellation I mapped in red & grey pebbles
drifted south, dripped wax onto the clam shells I peeled apart &
		 emptied on my dock.
**
		 A wound –
fish hooked through the eye,
my grandmother’s 5 children on food stamps.
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You are Petrichor: Don’t Let Me Forget That
Bree Parsons

368 sealed stars
				 100 comet bound stomachs
							
12 attempts to trace your outline
				
8 rounds
We saw you dancing in mother nature’s eyes
								
4 months
				
2 lines
How we thought we could find you
		 If we only knew light
										
1 constellation
											
0 shooting stars
This
Fall.
How you act of mythology
Have cracked the middle of our sentences
Let pupils dilate
Searched the entire supernova
Still we cannot find…
The way
There is weight in Tide
				
When you
You bender of sky
How you made us breathe in waterfall
Let us love the taste of atmosphere
How it felt so bitter without you
We sat on the tip of everything
Tried to know you from afar
Our little blazing sun
All fire and ash
wish on the stars
In hopes that day breaks through night
And how we wished it was the other way around
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If only to know you are sky
We have stuck to every constellation
Scratched each edge of earth and moon
				
Wondered how much gravity it will take to keep this heart closed
		That
			 This
			 Fall.
Is an act of remembrance
Of sitting watching the sunrise
												
Hoping you
												
made thunder
												
after all
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Hambone
Theodore Wampuszyc
A Special Thanks to Annaliese Romans
At 24 and 25, Bill and Wes met at a gun show and fell in love
instantly. Bill was a farmer’s son, the heir apparent to a local gem
that sold asparagus and strawberries in the summer and offered
U-pick pumpkins and apples in the fall. Wes was a champion deer
and duck hunter, and he knew it, too. If he wasn’t hunting, he was
gutting, skinning, or grilling. In the rare moments in between, he
fawned over Wes and Cricket, his hunting dog. He dealt in meat
the way lesser men dealt in poetry. It was over a home-grilled
venison dinner that Wes asked Bill for his hand.
It was the middle of an October night when Wes awoke with
chest pains. He was 36, Bill was 35. Bill rushed him to the ER in
their truck while Cricket howled in the backseat.
Not a heart-attack, but the overture to one. The cardiologist
described Wes’s condition as “perilous,” claimed that if he wanted
to see 37, he would have to drastically reduce his sodium and
cholesterol intake.
“I don’t follow you,” said Wes.
Vegetarian: The word stung like a slap to the face. To the
doctor, it meant a change in diet. For Wes, it represented the loss
of a lifestyle. Wes was silent on the drive home. It was 3:00 A.M.
The roads were empty. Bill couldn’t bring himself to turn on the
radio.
“You have to sell Cricket,” Wes finally said. “If I keep him, I
won’t be able to keep from hunting, and I won’t be able to stick
with this. I can’t be the one to give him away. I couldn’t take it.
You have to do it, promise me?”
“I promise,” said Bill.
“Tomorrow.”
“I’ll try.”
“Soon.”
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“Soon,” Bill agreed.
With a little elbow grease and a lot of time on Craigslist, Bill
started a correspondence with a woman that lived about 15 miles
away, as the crow flies. Not more than 20 minutes of driving. She
was looking for a high-energy pup to fill the vacancy left by her
recently passed Weimaraner. Cricket would do just fine.
Bill and Cricket made the drive alone. Cricket sensed
something was awry—a long car ride with Wes meant a hunting
trip, a long car ride with them both meant a picnic or a lakeside
weekend, but a long car ride with just Bill was unusual
and disconcerting.
Bill pulled up to the woman’s house, a faded blue colonial
surrounded by a plot of overgrown, but nonetheless charming,
vegetable gardens. Cricket refused to jump from the backseat
until the woman appeared with a baked potato and three Milk
Bones in a pie tin and called him sweetie. With a wobbly rope of
drool streaming from either jowl, Cricket barreled into her
so quickly that Bill wondered if she would need
reconstructive surgery.
“How much do I owe you?” the woman asked as she laughed
and vigorously rubbed Cricket’s back.
Bill waved her off. “It’s enough knowing that he’s going to a
good home.”
“God DAMN it Hambone, would you stop it with that shit.”
Before Bill could ask where she got off calling him “Hambone,”
something dropped on the toe of his boot. He glanced down. It
was a zucchini. Its evident harbinger was a mottled calico cat:
Hambone, Bill presumed.
“Sorry about her,” the woman apologized as Bill knelt to
scratch Hambone’s ears. “I hoped she would keep the chipmunks
out of the strawberries, but all she does is eat kibble and bring
home vegetables. Look at that: I don’t even have zucchini in my
yard! Where’s she been off to? Useless animal, really.”
A foggy, hare-brained idea started to materialize in Bill’s head.
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“Let’s trade,” he suggested before he knew what he was saying.
“My dog for your cat.”
The woman shrugged. “If you can take care of her, she’s yours.”
Bill picked Hambone up in both arms and looked in her yellowgreen eyes. “Do you want to come home with me?”
“Mrow,” said Hambone, which meant “rutabaga,” but Bill took it
as a yes.
Hambone rode home on the dashboard of the pickup truck like
a novelty bobblehead. When Bill arrived back home, Wes was at the
kitchen table staring forlornly at a plate of soy bacon.
“I brought you a surprise,” Wes said.
“Not more tofurkey jerky, is it?”
“Hold out your arms.”
Wes did. Bill gently laid Hambone’s wiggly body in Wes’s grasp.
“A house isn’t a home without a set of paws on the floor,” Bill
said. “Besides, look what she does.” He crossed the kitchen floor
and pulled open the refrigerator door. Hambone leapt to the floor,
trotted to the fridge, sniffed the air, and pulled open the crisper
drawer with considerable effort, given the cat-to-crisper size ratio.
She grasped a large stalk of celery in her jaws and hauled it across
the floor to Wes’s feet.
“She’s a vegetarian hunting dog cat!” Bill grinned. Wes rolled
his eyes.
“That’s stupid,” he replied, but the corner of his mouth quirked
up in a half-smile.
That weekend, Wes drove Hambone out to the overgrown
remnants of Bill’s family farm. Hambone dug up carrot after
carrot, sugar beet after sugar beet, and even wound her way into the
tangle of pungent, green growth that dominated the west side of
the farm house, where she would tenderly, fastidiously pluck cherry
tomatoes from the vine and carry them back to Wes in perfect
condition.
Before long, Wes and Hambone’s “hunting” trips were a weekly
affair. They drove out to Wes’s father’s property with empty milk
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crates and drove back with crates full of tomatoes, cucumbers,
snap peas, corn, and all manner of fresh greenery. Wes even
started breaking out his old camouflage and neon deer-hunting
duds.
“Why?” asked Bill. “So the pumpkins don’t see you coming?”
“It’s the spirit of the thing,” Wes insisted indignantly.
For the next 19 years, the only meat in their house came in
a Fancy Feast can. Wes became quite the ace with vegetarian
recipes, and even won a blue ribbon at the county grill-off with
his black pepper and garlic veggie burger. Bill was inspired to
dust off the family business, and soon had the apple orchard and
asparagus fields functioning again—though he left ten acres in
wild disarray so his husband could maintain “the thrill of the
hunt.”
Though they didn’t know exactly how old Hambone was, she
was surely more ancient than the average cat. She stayed as spry
as ever right up until the end, despite the fact that all but three
teeth eventually fell out of her head. One night in October—Bill
was 54, Wes was 55—Bill woke up to Hambone’s mournful cries.
He came into the kitchen and saw her struggling to bat a single
yellow bell pepper out from under the oven where it was lodged.
Bill gave it a nudge with his foot. It rolled across the kitchen floor.
Hambone looked up at him and blinked with gratitude. That
night she curled up on Wes’s camouflage jacket one last time and
died.
Wes was distraught. He bought a handsome custom casket
from a local woodworker and buried her in the garden. Not on
the farm; he couldn’t stand to have her too far away from home.
Winter passed with a grey coldness that soothed and indulged
Wes’s aching heart. Early in the springtime, weeks after the
last thaw, the first prickly, determined shoot of a zucchini plant
pushed through the soil right over Hambone’s grave.
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Grandfather’s Garage
Mary Maroste
On Sunday, in a one car garage with deer blood floors,
every wasp wants to be cypress pollen or lightning.
The ratio of land to water is changing:
red paint bubbles on the porch swell with humid air,
my throat covered in candiru & needles
from the blue spruce my parents
planted when they visited from Munich –
gnats circle freckles of light on the dew webbed lawn,
Bill polishes his boat named after his granddaughter,
the dust pebble moon illuminates fog patches rising over the evergreens
& somewhere in the world a turtle
wishes it smelled like oil.
Right now, there are so many things living
& I am in a bathroom with no windows picking dried glue off my palms –
the sky, a thick dark plum.
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WE
Zach Zagula
We lived
We loved
We laughed,
but in the end
the only thing left of
“we”
were the words and memories
etched
into the mangled white walls
of this paper labyrinth
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Holly
Montana Major
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Orange Peel Smiles
Molly Sell
His small sausage fingers
plucked one more from the ceramic dish
cascading lavender kissing its rim.
Citric liquid splattered his chin
as his teeth, white daggers,
plunged into its flesh.
Sparks of juice flew from his mouth
as if trying to spread his contentment.
“Hmmm…” he cooed
as he bit in again.
He suckled the stringy remains
until, at last,
his pearled spears held on.
“Look at me, mom!”
His muffled cry carried across picnic tables
bending
with the weight of relatives he’d never met.
Roses bloomed on his cheeks
as they all turned to look.
Aaaah, the days of orange peel smiles.
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December
Dakota Kipper
There is dust
on the picture frames
that I never
noticed before,
when the lights
were still on,
before
the woman
on the radio
sang, There’s
a flaw in my
code. The bulb
above my pillow
is dying.
When I touch it,
it blinks.
When I wake up,
I blink
the world into
existence:
it’s laundry day,
it’s warm
in December. I’m sorry
I keep
doing that.
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Time is Just a Trickster in Disguise
Bob Psalmonds
I look at the watch in imagined hope
that some real time has distance passed
Knowing deep within that I must wait
for icy thawing of eternity’s forgiveness
No hour hand will clear this foggy mind
of wasted dreams and endless regrets
Sweeping second hand losing count of
my flowing tears, hollow sighs, dreams
Nor the minute hand give healing touch
To my burning soul as I await response
Please bring me the long-awaited answer
which will dissolve away this pain.
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Belongings
Sophie Lane Dennis
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Hurry Up
Sophie Dennis
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Grandpa’s Cookies
Mikhayla Dunaj
Superglued into a makeshift scrapbook
I found her
in her elegant white dress,
at least I think it was white.
I have only ever seen her
in
black
and
white.
She holds a canned drink.
My grandfather
ignores the camera
to adore his new wife
and a smile that survived two generations
making its way
down
to
me.
I take my eyes off of her—
something I’ve been told
people could hardly do—
and glance at my grandpa,
his hair thick,
and slicked back.
He doesn’t know
that she’ll be diagnosed
at 44 with
Melanoma.
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And he doesn’t know
that the next time
he will be in a tux
adoring her like this
will be for different reasons,
at
her
funeral.
She doesn’t know
that I will have her smile or
that I will pick dandelions
and put them on the marble stone of her grave.
She doesn’t know
That she’ll never meet her grandkids.
That the only thing close
to her homemade cookies
when we visit Grandpa
will be
the Chips Ahoy chewies
he puts in the glass jar with a red lid.
But, I wonder if Grandpa—
looking at her white dress with such adoration—
could ever fathom
that the cookies in the jar
won’t
be
hers.
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End of Summer
Jeddie Sophronius
As a child, I would sing in the language
that night rains are made of:
aku ingin pulang, I want to go home,
tidak bisa tidur disini, can’t sleep here.
What’s your name, Asian kid?
aku ingin pulang.
Do you like Australia?
tidak bisa tidur disini.
My father must think his children are scattered
all over Monet’s series of Haystacks.
But in my “End of Summer,” my ears are not used
to the cicada’s lullabies,
aku ingin pulang.
They were like hymns to a God
whose name I cannot pronounce.
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Untitled
Tanner Bosma
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The Back in My Days of a Millennial
Zach Zagula
back in my day
caring wasn’t cool
cars needed a driver
love was defined by lust
computers fit in our pockets
feelings were typed instead of told
people swiped in and out of relationships
social media followers lead to job opportunities
our value was measured by online profiles not character
experiences were lived through likes, comments, and shares
back in my day
we weren’t present,
but we existed within countless realities
we didn’t live,
but our life span outreached centuries
back in my day
we were so preoccupied with defining life’s purpose
we forgot to live it
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Me
Jonathan Sacha
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How to Walk Through Fire with Your Eyes Open
Jessie Fales
I come from the silence, slowly broken. People shake me awake
in the middle of the night, pull out their phones and type, “You
scream for help in your sleep.” I tell them I’m crazy and roll back
over so I can return to the dreams of all the embarrassing things
I have ever experienced. I wake up laughing, because where I
come from I am funny, even when I don’t mean to be, and even
when I don’t want to remember. Like when I was in Kindergarten
and that boy farted and then pointed at me. Everyone laughed.
Where I come from, people don’t usually think before they speak:
stefescope, stethoscope, epetheleoloist, epidemiologist. I tell them
I can still think in English. Where I come from I want to dance,
probably naked, just to show what dancing looks like when I
can’t hear the sound. Sometimes, I maybe look like the happiest
elephant playing with some ribbon. Where I come from, I talk
to strangers who are red hot as fire, and just need someone to
listen. Sometimes it’s an old lady in a polar bear sweater at a gas
station buying beer at 9 a.m on a Tuesday. Sometimes it’s the
man who mows his lawn in a G-string on M-43. Sometimes it’s
the convicted felon at the clinic in handcuffs getting radioactive
product pumped into his veins right after I do. We both think
it’s liquid courage.
Where I come from, everything that is bright and higher than me
is the moon, and the dogs from hell love me most.
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Nerfed
Steven Graves
I watch as my son is swallowed by the fog-covered Earth, his
polished mahogany casket soon lost in wispy air. There’s a crowd
of people who I think are my relatives here with me. They are
dressed in black and some are crying. All of them walk up to me
and express their condolences, at least I think that’s what they’re
saying. A high-pitched ringing scrapes and bounces around my
skull and it muffles everything else.
I think it’s customary or socially expected for a grieving
parent to stay at their child’s funeral till the last, but as soon as
the ceremony was done I got the hell out of there. The priest, the
false tears, the empty booster seat in my car—they all suffocate
me. It gets worse when I get home.
The emptiness and silence clenches my throat and refuses to
let go. I find myself in his room, surrounded by all his stuff, stuff
that defined him as the nerd I love. Star Wars posters, Marvel
hero figurines, action figures, toy cars and violent video games
line his walls, shelves, and floor. I lie back on his Star Wars bed
spread looking at the ceiling. I stare at the speckled paint patterns
for hours until my eyes glaze over, but I don’t fall asleep.
Do you have any idea what you wanna be this year?
Yeah let’s do a two-person costume! You can be Kylo Ren and
I’ll be a Stormtrooper!
You don’t want to be Kylo Ren? Why didn’t he fucking pick
Kylo Ren?
It was cold and dark, it always rained on Halloween. I could
barely see out of my mask. I was holding my son’s hand like a
good chaperone, but to be honest he was leading me around. If
his mask was like mine, he probably couldn’t see either, the blind
leading the blind. I tell myself that at night when the self-doubt
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and rage consumes me. It wasn’t me, he couldn’t see either. I
could see car headlights float by in the blackness—people too lazy
to get their own candy. I wasn’t going to let my son do that—if he
was gonna risk diabetes he’d have to do some walking first. I wish
I could’ve been a worse parent every day since then. Another pair
of headlights was approaching, but then they stopped beside us
and a whir of a window rolling down could be heard over
the rain.
Force strong with you tonight? asked a voice.
Watch out master! My son let go of my hand, I wasn’t fast
enough, he lifted his foam blaster at the car. A third light flashed,
the ringing started, the ringing never stops, my son was on the
ground. He couldn’t see through his mask. That had to be it. It
had to be. Otherwise, he would’ve seen we were standing next to
a police car.
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Yesterday and Tomorrow
Molly Sell
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Just Enough for the City
Katherine Goold
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Monday
Emma Fergusson
The image of a waning autumn moon remained etched upon
the pale blue surface of the early morning sky. The air was pink
and brittle and silent except for the solemn toll of an old tin bell
steadily drawing nearer.
In his excitement the night before, Arthur—a boy living at the
end of a ragged brick road—had forgotten to set his alarm early
for the start of the ceremony. Luckily, the old bell did nicely as
an alarm all on its own. As he clutched tightly to his floppy white
pillow case in dead slumber, the ringing met his ears and echoed
through his mind. It triggered the part of his brain which readily
recognized it as a signal to rise.
Arthur sprang straight out of bed and into his red rubber
rain boots. In the same moment, downstairs, the old grey cat
leapt onto the windowsill and watched curiously as the strange
procession rounded the corner, moving steadily up the red brick
road. He briefly acknowledged the fading moon, greeting it with
a twitch of his ear before dropping back to the floor and planting
himself at the foot of the stairs.
Above, a bedroom door flung open and out tumbled the
oversized rubber boots, awkwardly fitted to Arthur’s undersized
feet. There was no time to consider the complications of such a
choice in footwear. He tumbled down the steps. Blinded in his
anxious stumble, the boy failed to notice the grey lump seated at
the bottom of the stairs. As he reached the floor he realized his
mistake, and in the same instant jerked himself forward to avoid
crushing the poor old cat flat into the carpet. His feet shifted in
the big boots as he soared through the air, forcing him to depend
on his head rather than his feet to break the fall.
The ringing in his head began again and although he was
unsure whether it had more to do with the tin toll of the old
bell passing by, or the impact of his brain crashing against his
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eardrums, he knew there was no time to waste.
Reaching the front door, he ignored the clomp of footsteps
falling down the stairs behind him.
Three men dressed in black uniforms, plain and stoic and
without even a flicker of sympathy between them, stepped in
synch, performing their strange ritual as they went. The man in
the middle held a small wooden box, secured with a metal lock.
He stepped just ahead of the other two. To his right marched one
who carried nothing but a dark rag, neatly folded over his arm. To
the left the old bell was held tightly by the third man.
In synch with each ring of the bell—a task performed between
short intervals of mourning silence—the right man reached
out with the rag, gently dabbing the bottom of the box before
returning to his original position.
Arthur watched mystified as they passed the house.
Customarily, each member of the family was meant to step
outside to pay their respects, but many had fallen out of the
practice in recent years. They preferred sleeping the morning
away to partaking in traditions they couldn’t understand. As
the procession passed beneath the whisper of a moon painted
overhead, a small figure appeared beside Arthur.
Eddie watched as silently as Arthur did, bowing his head everso-slightly to match his brother’s somber posture. He glanced up
at Arthur every few seconds to ensure he was doing it right. This
was a game they played each week at the same time, and Eddie
had learned to treat it as routine.
The bell grew fainter as the three continued past. Arthur
slowly raised his head, craning his neck to track them and finally
allowing his body to follow his gaze into the street. Unable to bear
the thought of the three dark figures vanishing into the horizon
as they had each time before, he set off, accompanied by the faint
squeak of his red rubber rain boots as he walked.
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Afraid to break the crisp silence of the morning air by calling
to his older brother, Eddie instead followed softly behind him.
His slippers fared poorly against the jagged brick of the road, but
he had no time to waste in retrieving the proper footwear. Arthur
could not be left alone to wander the streets and Eddie felt an
unspoken duty to protect him on his journey.
The neighborhood was still, and of the few spectators who
had bothered to gather on their front lawns, all sleepy-eyed and
indifferent, fewer cared to notice the two young boys in their
matching blue pajamas, one in slippers and one with rain boots,
trailing just behind the ceremonial procession. Even Arthur
failed to notice Eddie for several blocks, and then he mainly acted
as though he hadn’t. So entranced by the clang of the bell, and
so filled with curiosity over the wooden box, he could concern
himself with nothing else. But soon the neighborhood came to
an end and the boys arrived at the broad, bustling street which
signified the start of the town. Arthur paused and reached down
to grip his brother’s hand. He held tightly until they reached the
other side.
Through alleyways and over bridges, into the park and out of
the park, across main roads and highways, past a string of geese
retreating to their little blue pond, and all the way up a sloping
green hill, they followed the old tin bell. By then the sun had
come and gone, and the moon had fallen back into focus. The
boys, exhausted and hungry from an endless journey, collapsed
into the cool evening grass before reaching the top. Arthur sat
up on his knees and watched quietly as the dark figures vanished
over the crest of the hill, out of sight at last. In a moment, his
silence was matched by that of the bell. Eddie perked up his ears
at the sudden absence of their traveling companion.
“Arthur,” he whispered, “I think I’ve gone deaf.”
Arthur got to his feet and began to crawl up the hill until
he could see just over the top. He caught a sliver of sunlight
shrinking into the distance. It cast a vast arrangement of
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headstones in long shadows before being swallowed up by the
horizon.
The brothers, suddenly regaining their strength, scuttled to
the top of the slope. Though the three men had vanished—their
task apparently completed—the boys discovered something
entirely more intriguing. There they found a sprawling graveyard,
its headstones blooming from the hilltop in erratic clusters,
seated beneath the deep night sky. They came to the first grave in
the lot, stopping dead before it.
“It’s fresh,” said Arthur, examining the recently disturbed pile
of dirt. Just behind it was a stone with some soul’s name engraved
upon it, but Eddie was unable to read and Arthur did not care to
look.
Eddie, considering the implications of a freshly dug grave,
stood still in contemplation. Arthur, undisturbed, got straight
to work. His knees planted into the grass, and his fingers
penetrating into the dark earth. He began to dig.
Eddie shook the dirt from his slippers as it piled up around his
feet. He couldn’t understand why a person would want to uncover
something so clearly buried beneath the soil for a reason. As he
considered this, he stooped down to assist Arthur in his task.
Although the soil was soft and easily displaced, the growing
darkness proved a significant obstacle, and Eddie was forced to
take breaks every now and then to recover from the laborious
work. His hands were so small that his fists could only hold so
much dirt, so he had to work twice as fast as Arthur to make the
same progress. Certainly, he had never felt so weary, or worked so
hard in his life, and for what purpose he was unsure.
It was during one of his rests that Arthur’s grimy fingernails
fell through a thin layer of dirt and dug into the hard wooden
surface of some mysterious object, buried no more than three
feet beneath the deep green grass of the cemetery hill. Even
through the darkness Eddie could see the surprised features of
his brother’s face. Perhaps he had believed he would never find
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anything at all, or maybe he had not stopped to imagine what it
was he might find.
Eddie leaned forward on his knees as Arthur lifted the small
wooden box from its final resting place. He carefully placed the
box in his lap, and fiddled with the strange metal latch. It opened
with little resistance, as it is unlikely anyone expected that the
box might be infiltrated by a strange duo of grave robbers beneath
a gleaming platinum moon.
As he lifted the lid with a cautious squeak of its hinges, he
discovered something warm, sticky, and incredibly unpleasant
coating his hands. Eddie peeked into the box, his mouth hanging
open, and began to cough as a few unsettled dirt particles tickled
his throat. He was unable to see the box’s contents until Arthur
reached in to grab it, lifting it gently from its humble coffin.
With a brief wave of compassion washing over his face, he held
in his hands an object no larger than Eddie’s little fist, dark and
pulsating softly: a human heart.
The boys were naturally uncertain over how to react. Neither
had ever expected to encounter a real living heart, apart from
the ones beating happily along inside their own chests. This one,
however, was not quite living. It was slowly dying, and Arthur
could feel it struggling along with each heaving pump. Suddenly,
he reacted.
“Catch!”
The heart flew briefly through the air, and landed in Eddie’s
tiny grasp. Instinctively tempted to drop it, Eddie instead tossed
it back to his brother, who mirrored the action. They began to bop
it back and forth between them. Soon the boys were laughing,
jumping over headstones and tumbling into the grass, playing
their strange game of hot potato.
Arthur sent the heart soaring through the air and Eddie leapt
forward to pluck it from the sky as it flew gracefully across the
moon in one final moment of true glory and freedom. Eddie
clutched it tightly as he collided with the ground, giggling softly
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as the blades of grass tickled his nose and cheeks. He felt for the
oddly comforting pulse of the organ, pressing it to his ear to hear
its pulse. When he found that he could no longer feel its labored
rhythm, he sat right up. Suddenly, the grotesqueness of the
situation overwhelmed him. A long wisp of a cloud moved across
the moon and he felt a lump of despair sinking into his stomach.
Eddie laid the dead heart in the grass and began to drag
himself away, tugging himself backward with large fistfuls of
grass. The cloud passed, giving the moon full view of the scene
below and in turn clearly illuminating everything. Eddie brought
his hands before his face and for the first time noticed the dark,
sticky layer of blood thickly coating them. He rubbed his hands
vigorously into the grass and deep down into the dirt. Eddie
looked up to his brother for help, and was greeted by a big pair
of perplexed eyes. Arthur looked down on the little heart with
disappointment, not in himself or even in Eddie, but instead
because it had not met his expectations or matched his curiosity.
It is best remembered that although the heart serves as a useful
organ, it makes a lousy football.
Arthur snatched his brother by the arms with his own
bloodied hands, and as he was dragged up, Eddie’s foot came
down on the used up heart. He did not have the time to look
back at the smashed lump of human flesh lying there among the
gravestones, all exposed and abandoned.
The two boys flew down the hill, leaving the red rubber rain
boots and those thin little slippers far behind. By the time they
reached the bottom, leaping and tumbling over the soft green
grass, they collapsed in a heap of laughter and excitement. They
walked home, hand in hand, in a path of silver moonlight.
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The Things We Didn’t Find
Clara Peeters
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Reality is My Dream
David Borzkowski
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Reminiscent
David Borzkowski
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In Which We Are Edges
Bree Parsons
1. Pebble hits Edge
2. Edge plays balancing act
3. Edge tries to love Pebble on shifting stone
4. Pebble teeters with Edge
5. Edge stays period.
6. Holds Pebble back does not let her skip across torn Edge
7. Edge does not notice the new break
8. Pebble is glued to Edge
9. Edge greets the sea with smile
10. Is the will of the sea on Edge
11. Edge wants Pebble to know there is beauty in the fall
12. Edge beacons
13. Edge quakes
14. Edge runs over Edge
15. Edge loves Pebble enough to know what shatter sounds like
16. Enough to know that Pebble was birthed on Edge
17. Pebble is tired of looking for Edge
18. Edge is just tired
19. Is worn Edge
20. Is landslide over Edge
21. Wants to be Edge to Edge
22. Is tried of being the Edge Pebble is afraid of
23. Edge walks the line between her own cliff
24. Edge hopes wind does her job
25. Edge wants to live in the middle for once
26. Wants to be midday not Edge of tomorrow
27. Edge wants to know why she is only spoken of in metaphors
28. Wants to know why there is always an Edge to stand on
29. Edge wants to know why she is only seen when jumping off cliffs
30. Edge still can’t feel her own drop
31. Still replaces her Edge with Pebbles
32. Edge can not be your floor
33. Has exhausted the Edge of every constant
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34. Edge wonders if Pebble was onto something for staying on mother’s ocean floor
35. Is not tectonic Edge
36. Has mistaken Edge and quiver as antonyms
37. She wonders if she is afraid of her own Edge
38. Edge is Pebbles middle name
39. Edge creates her own Pebbles
40. Pebble repeats the Edge of the process
41. When Edge wants to be steady for once
42. Edge wants to be loved in places that are not broken
43. Edge is not your last call
44. Edge is not a death sentence
45. Edge is creation story
46. Edge wants to be Semi colon
47. Edge wants your vowels to miss her
48. Was never meant to be the Edge of your sentences
49. Edge runs into skyline
50. Edge was never end
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Linoleum Block Carving
Tanner Bosma
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